call us today
1-800-307-2001

Your first choice
for your IT
needs.
Zip Networks designs, builds, implements and
supports your leading-edge technologies, legacy
IT equipment, cabling, telephony, asset recovery
and data center technologies with expertise and
experience.
Zip Networks’ dynamic, nationwide partner network
allows us to exceed our customers’ expectations in project
management, delivery of technology and customer service.

The happy ending for your network.
Zip Networks with Dell, HP, IBM and many others to meet your initiatives.
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Zip Networks’ ability
to offer a diversity of
manufacturers provides
our customers with the
needed choices and the
right technologies

Budget Constraints?
We offer refurbished
equipment with
lifetime warranties

To meet our customer’s
time sensitive needs,
Zip Networks provides
overnight hot spares.

SOLUTION! A multitude of
manufacturers, technologies and
strategies delivered with your best
interests in mind.

Zip Networks is a provider of networking infrastructure
technologies, cabling solutions, data center strategies and asset
recovery services. Whether you’re interested in cutting-edge
technology for future deployments or just trying to extend the life
of your previous IT investments, Zip Networks has the solution.

Finally, a company that offers outstanding
customer service at a great value coupled with
manufacturer best practices. Zip Networks design,
builds, implements and supports voice, video,
cabling and data center solutions.

www.zipnets.com

At Zip Networks, we nourish your mission-critical needs of today
while helping plan for the future. We design, build, implement
and support your voice, video and data.
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Increase your IT
speed, not IT
spend.
Entrust your network with Zip Networks branded
optical transceivers, made by the same contract
manufacturer as our primary manufacturer and
are TAA (Trade America Act) compliant.
Zip Networks branded transceivers are individually tested,
individually serialized, and individually programmed with data
passed through each device prior to shipping for your peace
of mind.

Insert your optic, then forget it.

Our multi-manufacturer optical transceiver offering provides you with better choices.
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Zip networks transceivers
are 100% compatible
and are covered by
an industry leading
advanced replacement
lifetime warranty.

High-performance,
high-quality
transceivers
with guaranteed
compatibility at an
affordable price.

Are poor warranties
and high costs of optics
slowing your network
down? Let Zip Networks
optical transceivers provide
high performance at an
affordable price.

Short range, long
range, GBICS, SFP’s
and XENPAK’s supplied
with advanced
replacement lifetime
warranty.

SOLUTION!
Each programmed and serialized
device is easily viewed within
the interface in the switch
management.

Zip Networks is a provider of networking infrastructure
technologies, cabling solutions, data center strategies
and asset recovery services. Whether you’re interested
in cutting-edge technology for future deployments
or just trying to extend the life of your previous IT
investments, Zip Networks has the solution.
At Zip Networks, we nourish your mission-critical needs
of today while helping plan for the future. We design,
build, implement and support your voice, video and
data.

www.zipnets.com
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Turn your assets
into cash or
credit.
Zip Networks Asset Recovery program provides an
outstanding outlet for our customers’ previously
used equipment or legacy technology equipment.
Put money in your pocket and give e-waste its
proper home.
“Going green” is what we mean. Our Asset Recovery program
helps the environment and assists our customers by offering
recycling of used equipment and data destruction services for
your protection.

Safely reduce your e-waste footprint.
Zip Networks Asset Recovery program provides a positive cash flow to your bottom line.
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Your legacy technology
equipment now
has a permanent
home. Leverage
your previous IT
investments towards
future IT projects.

The reduction and
removal of your
e-waste is no longer
a challenge with
our Asset Recovery
ability.

Safe today. Secure
tomorrow. Your corporate
security is improved
and protected with our
Asset Recovery services,
both financially and
environmentally.

Gain peace of
mind knowing your
company’s data is
correctly and carefully
protected by a
reputable partner

SOLUTION!
Your phones, routers, switches,
laptops, servers and storage
equipment is worth cash or
credit on account.

Zip Networks is a provider of networking infrastructure
technologies, cabling solutions, data center strategies
and asset recovery services. Whether you’re interested in
cutting-edge technology for future deployments or just
trying to extend the life of your previous IT investments,
Zip Networks has the solution.
At Zip Networks, we nourish your mission-critical needs of
today while helping plan for the future. We design, build,
implement and support your voice, video and data.

www.zipnets.com
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When can
we hook up?
Whether it’s cutting-edge technology, budgetconscience decisions or extending the life of
previous telephony investments, Zip Networks
has the answer. All Zip Networks telephony has
a lifetime warranty.
If your telephony requires VolP (Voice over IP), analog or
digital, Zip Networks has the expertise, experience and
technical ability to implement your telephony solution.

Take the dirty talk out of the phone.

Zip Networks telephony offerings include new, authorized, refurbished and pre-owned varieties.
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Our multimanufacturer
telephony expertise
helps support many of
our customers’ newer
or legacy telephony
solutions.

Phone home with
your IT budget
constraints,
project deadlines
or mission-critical
business needs in
the telephony world.
You will be glad you
did.

www.zipnets.com

Using today’s leading
technologies to
recondition phones,
Zip Networks
phones comes with
a lifetime warranty.

Is it VolP, digital
or analog? Your
telephony needs are a
perfect way to hook up
with Zip Networks.

SOLUTION!
Trust your telephony in our state
of the art recertification facility
and warranty to match.

Zip Networks is a provider of networking infrastructure
technologies, cabling solutions, data center strategies and asset
recovery services. Whether you’re interested in cutting-edge
technology for future deployments or just trying to extend
the life of your previous IT investments, Zip Networks has the
solution.
At Zip Networks, we nourish your mission-critical needs of
today while helping plan for the future. We design, build,
implement and support your voice, video and data.
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Trust your Data
Center with Zip
Networks
Zip Networks leading-edge data center solutions
showcase newest data center strategies and the
most stable, proven methodologies to help our
customers navigate the ever changing data center
environment.
Our data center technologies cover everything from the Equipment
Distribution Area (EDA), Horizontal Cabling, Plug and Play MPO
Solutions and Main Distribution Area.

Your Data Center is in good hands.

Supplying your critical data center needs to stabilize your network is our business.
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Zip Networks designs,
builds, implements
and supports
methodologies within
the data center to
collaborate with your
business strategies.

Zip networks DC
solutions = stable
strategies, proven
technologies and
on-time delivery all
in one company.

Years of expertise
and experience
to assist you with
your mission-critical
business initiatives.

SOLUTION!
Equipment Distribution Area,
main Distribution Area, MPO
Solutions and Horizontal Cabling
grasp latest DC trends.

At Zip Networks, we nourish your mission-critical needs of
today while helping plan for the future. We design, build,
implement and support your voice, video and data.
Zip Networks cables and cabling solutions range in speeds up
to 100 Gigabit. We implement the lowest DB loss the industry
demands because it’s the correct application.

Zip Networks embraces your mission-critical data center
initiatives with continuous adoption of all of the most
proven stable technologies and strategies.

www.zipnets.com
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Zip Networks
Cabling. Connect
with the Best.
Your network is only as good as the cables connecting
to our network. Entrust your network uptime with Zip
Networks cabling. All of our cables exceed industry
specifications for you peace of mind.
Zip Networks 10Gigabit custom trunks provide nearly 3 times more
bandwidth than multimode fiber and costs lower than single mode,
10Gig cabling provides an easy path toward future upgrades

Size doesn’t matter, enhancement does.
Our high performance cables provide reliability for copper, fiber and trunking solutions.
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Zip Networks cabling
offerings include
CATSE, CAT 6, infinband, TIA/568-B-2-1
copper cables, fiber
cables, aqua fiber and
custom trunks

Our custom fiber
trunks offer a high
density solution to
exceed the criteria
established by leading
OEMs

Converting to 10Gigabit
increases productivity,
decreases costs
and offers better
performance within
your network.

SOLUTION!
Zip Networks racks/enclosures
and cable management systems
compliment your strategically
designed infrastructure.

Zip Networks is a provider of networking infrastructure
technologies, cabling solutions, data center strategies and asset
recovery services. Whether you’re interested in bleeding edge
technology for future deplyments or just trying to extend the life
of yor precious IT investments, Zip Network has the solutions.

Zip Networks cables and cabling solutions range in
speeds up to 100 Gigabit. We implement the lowest
DB loss the industry demands because it’s the correct
application.

www.zipnets.com

At Zip Networks, we nourish your mission-critical needs of
today while helping plan for the future. We design, build,
implement and support your voice, video and data center
solutions

100 Wilkinson St., Syracuse, NY 13204

